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By Tobias Buckell

Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2017. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. Necahual is a short story from the collection Tides from the New Worlds. Caribbean-
born novelist Tobias Buckell established himself as a gifted new voice in science fiction with his
stunning first novel, Crystal Rain. Now, in his first collection, Buckell demonstrates his strengths in
the short form, offering listeners a collection of stories that are compelling, smart, wonderfully
imagined, and entertaining. Tides from the New Worlds contains 19 stories that range from
multicultural science fiction to magical realism, some in print for the first time. Buckell s stories,
culturally informed and layered, are driven by plot, rather than character or concept; story tends to
be centerpiece. He is in this sense a little like a mellowed, more pragmatic, hipper version of
Octavia Butler. (Strange Horizons) In Tides from the New Worlds, Tobias Buckell does what the best
SF/F writers do: tells stories that touch our minds with wonder and endow our hearts with
perception. Reading this collection, for those of us culture-bound West or East, brings science
fiction and fantasy to a fresh awakening. And for those of us who miss seeing ourselves in the
fiction...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started o  reading this ebook. Indeed, it is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been designed in an exceptionally basic
way and is particularly only following i finished reading this book by which basically modified me, change the way i think.
-- Otha Bogan-- Otha Bogan

The ideal ebook i ever go through. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. I discovered this book from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to discover.
-- Rory Mayert-- Rory Mayert
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